
KFC apologises for screw obtained in porridge, disciplines
staff people involved
 

SINGAPORE: KFC apologised about Tuesday (Nov 2) intended for an event where some

sort of customer found a twist in her porridge. 

 

 

Typically the fried chicken sequence explained that the incident was a result of a flawed

weed cover and a great associate manager's negligence to be able to document the matter. 

Inside a Facebook write-up on Saturday, Lili Ahmad declared she had found the screw in her

porridge, which had been requested via KFC via food delivery service foodpanda. 

 

Lili portrayed her disgust plus letdown in the post, and mentioned that KFC should take full

obligation regarding the incident. 

 

KFC replied on Monday to a CNA query sent on Saturday, apologising for the "unfortunate

incident". It said of which it would prefer to assure the public that foods safety and hygiene

will be its top priority. 

 

Some sort of thorough exploration has as well been executed, with APPLEBEES working

carefully with the Singapore Meals Agency (SFA) because the incident was produced known

to these individuals with Jan 31. 

"Upon receiving the feedback in the late morning of that day time, KFC corner functional

team immediately took activity and went to often the cafe in question to help perform a

thorough take a look at on all kitchen products for any missing anchoring screws, " said KFC. 

 

According to KFC, the preliminary exploration carried out did not display anything unusual,

although it subsequently carried away a "full review involving the outlet’s WIRED video clip

alongside repeated asking yourself regarding the staff". 

 

"It was then discovered that the manager was negligent throughout the girl actions by means

of declining to help report the make any difference of a flawed cooking pot lid, which

eventually guided to the unlucky occurrence, " said KFC. 

https://infoonanything.info/


 

Often the fried chicken chain stated that it switches into a little or no tolerance plan for

foodstuff safety and hygiene zone as well as dishonest behaviour, including that stringent

disciplinary motion has been taken against the two kitchen staff and the tool supervisor, who

is definitely currently within review with regard to her career. 

 

APPLEBEES explained that it has considering reinforced its guidelines about equipment

reports and emphasis on ethics to prevent many of these accidents from happening again. 

 

"We are deeply i am sorry for the distress caused towards Ms Lili Ahmad plus the girl family,

and include reached out to provide our apologies, and are routinely checking on her

wellbeing, inch it said. 


